
A relativist conceptual model for assessing 
multiple stakeholder perceived needs.

Introduction:

Social constructionism proposes that everyday reality is constructed by
people engaging with their world, and with other people, which socially creates
meaning for phenomena in that everyday reality (Patton 2015; Abercrombie,
Hill & Turner 2006; Crotty 1998; Berger & Luckman 1991). These ‘social
constructs’ provide meaning for the totality for which a person will either think
about, or take action towards, and signifies what is 'real' within a person’s
world (Berger & Luckman 1991). As meanings for phenomena in social
constructionism is socially constructed, these meanings are not absolute,
rather meaning is dependent on the person observing the phenomena and
their social, cultural, geographical and historical background (Patton 2015).
Hence reality is relative to the observer and the social lens through which
they define it, so multiple constructs of the same phenomena can exist that
result in competing definitions of that phenomena (Patton 2015; Lincoln &
Guba 2013; Weinberg 2008). The conceptual model uses this relativist
understanding of reality to propose that a shared common-sense meaning
can be identified between people who share a similar social,
demographic and geographical position. Crotty (1998) suggests these
shared common-sense understandings represent a person’s 'culture' and that
people who share 'culture' can present identifiably similar meanings for
phenomena. Specifically, the conceptual model is used to investigate
multiple realities engaging with a common phenomenon, so that the
multiple meanings of the shared phenomena can be broken down and
analysed.

Background:

A literature review on the topic of NGO interventions with disadvantaged
children in developing countries concluded that limited research explored the
topic from the perspectives of all groups involved (the theme of the lead
authors doctoral thesis). The review also highlighted a distortion between what
the NGO perceives as needed for the child and what the child, family and/or
community perceive as needed or even desired by the child (Beazley & Miller
2016; Maconachie & Hilson 2016; Pells 2012). This was especially true for
children receiving NGO services. This identified a need for, and subsequent
development of, a conceptual model where multiple stakeholders engaged
with the same shared phenomena could be investigated regarding their
different views of the shared phenomena that might help understand and
reduce common distortions. The initial design, based on the findings from the
literature review, is outlined in diagram 1.1.

Diagram 1.1 - Original concept design:

In diagram 1.2, also based on the original literature review, stakeholders
affected by NGO's work are divided into definable groups who share a
similar reality. These groups included the children receiving services, the
children’s parents, local community leaders and NGO staff. The different
stakeholder group are then interviewed using a series of questions relative to
their stake in the shared phenomena. For example, the children are asked
questions on the theme of 'what does the child want?' and these responses are
compared against the NGO, family and community responses to a series
similar of questions on the theme of 'what does the child need?’. Semi-
structured or structured interviews formats that keep interviews on topic are
used so that specific phenomena can be explored across groups without
interviews losing focus (Green & Thorogood 2014). The interview content from
members of the same stakeholder group are then transcribed, and an iterative
process of reading and coding is undertaken to identify themes (Green &
Thorogood 2014). This is repeated for each stakeholder group.
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Diagram 1.2 - Relativist conceptual model of the multiple stakeholders
views on the perceived needs of disadvantaged children engaged with
NGO services:

This process produces an understanding of the phenomena from the
perspective of the multiple realities that can help understand where
meanings within the different realities meet, where they diverge and where
new common ground might be established. The model also indicates that
where the cultural views of the community, family and the child align, is
representative of a shared culture, which provides cultural insight into the
phenomena. This conceptual model can also be developed for similar
situations where multiple stakeholders engage with a shared phenomenon.
The phenomena of interest is flexible, as is the number and type of
stakeholder group investigated (see diagram 1.3) meaning the model’s
application potential is considerable. A blank example is given below that
details how the model can be adjusted to suit other research investigations.

Diagram 1.3 - Relativist Conceptual Model (blank example):

Innovation:

1. Provides a method of deconstructing large-scale complexity
associated with the comparison of multiple stakeholder groups engaged
with the same phenomena, to manageable levels.

2. Offers a practical method by which Social Constructionism can be used 
in the investigation and assessment of programs, organisations or similar 
situations where multiple stakeholders engage with a shared 
phenomenon.

3. The conceptual model is flexible in its application and can be applied to
multiple situations.

4. Can provide insight into the cultural meaning attached to phenomena
when multiple groups who share the same culture attach similar meaning
to the shared phenomena.
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